
Amanzi for Food Online Training of Trainers Course 

Assessment Criteria for Stream 1, Assignment 3 (NQF Level 6) 

For those involved in formal education or training 

1. The chosen option for integration has been identified: 
*Thoroughly         *Adequately              *Inadequately              *Not at all?  /15 
 

2. The RWH&C practices to be used and justifications for the choices have been explained: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?              /15 
 

3. The learning content from the WRC materials and the form in which it will be used have been 
described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

4. The learning methods that will be employed and why these were selected have been 
described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

5. The learning support materials that will be used and why these were chosen have been 
identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

6. The changes needed to support RWH&C learning in other curricula have been identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

7. The people who will be consulted in this process have been identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /10 
 
                                                                                                                      Total         /100 
 
 

Pass Mark = 60 and above 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

*Thoroughly: Comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing good critical 
engagement with a degree of analysis 
*Adequately: Reasonably comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing 
good understanding 
*Inadequately: Provision of some useful information but not sufficient to meet the 
question requirements or show good understanding 
*Not at all: No information or nothing of relevance to the question provided 

 



Assessment Criteria for Stream 2, Assignment 3a (NQF Level 5) 

For those who do have some involvement with RWH&C practices 

1. The RWH&C practices to be included have been described: 
*Thoroughly         *Adequately             *Inadequately             *Not at all?  /15 
 

2. The learning content from the WRC materials and the form in which it will be used have been 
identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?              /15 
 

3. The learning methods that will be followed and why these were selected have been described 
been described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /20 
 

4. The learning support materials that will be used and why these were chosen have been 
described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /20 
 

5. The ways in which the information and practices will be shared with other farmers have been 
described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

6. The support required to implement the programme and from whom have been identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 
                                                                                                                                    Total         /100   
 
 

Pass Mark = 60 and above 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Thoroughly: Comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing good critical 
engagement with a degree of analysis 
*Adequately: Reasonably comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing 
good understanding 
*Inadequately: Provision of some useful information but not sufficient to meet the 
question requirements or show good understanding 
*Not at all: No information or nothing of relevance to the question provided 

 



Assessment Criteria for Stream 2, Assignment 3b (NQF Level 5) 

For those who do not have some involvement with RWH&C practices 

1. The RWH&C practices to be included have been described: 
*Thoroughly         *Adequately             *Inadequately             *Not at all?  /15 
 

2. The learning content from the WRC materials and the form in which it will be used have been 
identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?              /15 
 

3. The learning methods that will be followed and why these were selected have been described 
been described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /20 
 

4. The learning support materials that will be used and why these were chosen have been 
described: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /20 
 

5. The target audience for the programme has been identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 
 

6. The support required to implement the programme and from whom have been identified: 
Thoroughly           Adequately              Inadequately              Not at all?  /15 

                                                                                                                                             Total         /100 

 

Pass Mark = 60 and above 
 

 *Thoroughly: Comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing good critical 
engagement with a degree of analysis 
*Adequately: Reasonably comprehensive coverage of the question requirements showing 
good understanding 
*Inadequately: Provision of some useful information but not sufficient to meet the 
question requirements or show good understanding 
*Not at all: No information or nothing of relevance to the question provided 

 


